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A very warm welcome to the latest edition of our catalogue from myself  

and the whole of the Hamlington’s team. We hope you enjoy perusing  

our very latest designs as well as our classic best sellers. 

As always if you have any special requirements feel  

free to give myself or one of the team a call.

Happy browsing,  

David Hamlington
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DIAMOND RINGS

From our effortless classic designs to the 

latest must have Hamlington’s bespoke 

pieces we have a beautiful collection of 

engagement and dress rings. Each and every 

design can be altered to suit individual tastes 

and budgets. Most of our rings can also be 

made as pendants or earrings.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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Exciting “2 stone” Diamond twist ring 

in 18ct white Gold. This stunning ring 

comprises of 2 round cut Diamonds (1.05ct 

total)claw set diagonally in a beautiful 

Diamond set mount. £4900

 Comprising of a single certified 1.01ct 

(E/SI) round cut Diamond set in a 

modern twisted platinum mount, this 

fabulous solitaire engagement ring is sure 

to be a talking point. £4250

Art Deco style engagement ring comprising of 

a .73ct round cut centre stone (H/SI2) claw set 

in 18ct white Gold on a pretty, Diamond set 

narrow shank. £3400

.71ct Diamond halo ring in 18ct white Gold. The 

beautiful, round cut centre stone is rub over set and 

surrounded by a further .40ct round cut Diamonds. 

Mounted in 18ct white Gold with a pretty, hidden 

Diamond feature underneath the head of the ring. 

£2700

This is a real statement piece. The .97ct 

(H/SI) trillion cut Diamond is flat claw set 

in a simple 18ct white Gold mount, the 

simplicity of the setting adds emphasis to 

this striking stone. £5800

This dazzling Diamond ring is really eye 

catching. Comprising of a 1.01ct GIA 

certified F/SI2 princess cut Diamond, claw 

set on a fabulously ornate, Diamond set, 

Platinum mount. £6500

Fabulous Light Fancy Yellow Diamond engagement ring 

in 18ct white Gold. The eye catching 1.0ct oval cut centre 

stone is claw set within a Diamond halo. The delicate, 

Diamond set shank compliments the halo beautifully and 

emphasises the unusual feature stone. £4995

Breathtaking 3 stone Diamond ring in 18ct white 

Gold. The 1.01ct round cut centre stone is housed 

between two smaller round cut Diamonds (.95ct 

total) and the stunning Diamond set mount adds 

grandeur to an already fabulous piece. £5350

This beautiful Art Deco style engagement 

ring comprises of a .92ct round cut centre 

stone (E/VS) claw set in 18ct white Gold 

on a charming, Diamond set leaf detailed 

narrow shank. £4800

Stunning 2.03ct pear shaped Diamond ring in  

18ct white Gold. The beautiful H/I1 single stone 

is claw set and mounted on a simple, Diamond set 

band, a real statement piece £9750

Charming Diamond cluster ring in 18ct white Gold. 

Comprising of an Emerald cut centre stone, claw set 

and surrounded by a round cut Diamond border. 

Additional round cut Diamonds set into the shoulders 

of the ring compliment the main cluster beautifully. 

£2300

Classic graduated 3 stone Diamond ring in 

Platinum. The .59ct round cut centre stone is 

housed between two smaller round cut Diamonds 

(.35ct total) and claw set in a simple, Platinum 

mount; Timeless and elegant. £2400
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Stylish 3 stone Diamond ring set in Platinum. 

Comprising of a 1.52ct IGI certified (I/SI2) 

round cut centre stone, claw set between two 

tapered baguette Diamonds. Set in a  simple, 

modern mount, this is a classic, timeless piece of 

jewellery. £8650

 Beautiful Diamond set eternity ring in 18ct 

white Gold. The double row of round cut 

stones make this piece particularly attractive 

and making it the perfect partner for a single 

solitaire ring. £2500

Traditional 4 Stone ring in 18ct white Gold. The 

4 x round cut Diamonds (1.71ct total) are claw 

set in an open mount and the flat court shaped 

band gives this traditional design a refreshing 

modern twist. £5500

 Comprising of 19 x round cut Diamonds (.15ct 

total) channel set into a delicate 18ct white Gold 

band, this half eternity ring is simply charming. 

The flat, court shaped band is both elegant and 

comfortable and the narrow edging around the 

Diamonds enhances the stones beautifully. £565

Stunning 3 stone Diamond ring in platinum. 

Comprising of 1.28ct (total) round cut 

Diamonds claw set in a modern platinum mount. 

The Diamonds are G colour and VS clarity and 

are complimented by a simple court shaped 

shank. £4250

 This Diamond set wedding band /  half eternity ring 

is simply delightful. Comprising of .19ct round cut 

Diamonds set into a pretty 18ct Rose Gold band 

this ring will appeal to those who love simplicity and 

charm. A really charming piece of jewellery. £595

The simplicity of this 3 stone Diamond ring 

makes it stunning. The fabulous 1.52ct Emerald 

cut centre stone is GIA certified (E/SI1), it is 

flanked by two tapered baguette Diamonds 

complimenting it beautifully. A narrow, 18ct 

white Gold band completes the effect. £14,850

 This stunning full eternity ring comprises of  

20 x round cut Diamonds (1.98ct total) claw set 

in 18ct white Gold. The clean, white Diamonds 

are particularly eye-catching making this a 

really desirable piece. £3795

Stunning 5 stone Diamond ring in platinum. 

The 1.0ct round brilliant cut centre stone is EDR 

certified G/H SI and is flanked either side by 

a single round cut and pear shaped Diamond 

totalling .70ct. The beautiful crossover platinum 

setting enhances the natural beauty of the 

stones. £6595

 Charming Diamond set half eternity ring in 18ct 

white Gold. Comprising of 16 x princess cut 

Diamonds (.29ct total) channel set in a delicate 

flat court shaped band. £730

Dazzling 5 stone Diamond ring in 18ct white 

Gold. Comprising of 5 round cut Diamonds 

(2.66ct total) claw set in a, traditional mount.  

The simple shank places emphasis on these 

beautiful stones. £4900

 Contemporary half eternity ring in 18ct white  

Gold. Comprising of Emerald cut Diamonds,  

Flat V claw set in a modern mount; this is a really  

eye-catching piece of jewellery. The low setting 

makes this an ideal partner for most engagement 

rings and would compliment an Emerald single 

stone or 3 stone ring beautifully. £3400
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Dazzling Black and white Diamond cluster 

ring in 18 carat Rose Gold, this is a truly 

spectacular piece. The contrast between 

the black and white Diamonds and the Rose 

Gold is stunning. £3600

This cluster ring comprises of an unusual 1.04ct 

Morganite centre stone surrounded by .17ct 

round cut Diamonds. Set in 18ct Rose Gold this 

is a charming piece. £815

Belonging to our fabulous “Art Deco” collection this 

stunning Platinum cluster ring comprises of .58ct round 

cut Diamonds. The centre stone is rub over set and 

housed in an ornate Diamond border with pretty milled 

edging. The shoulders of the ring are also Diamond set 

adding another dimension to this beautiful piece. £3900

This beautiful 1.01ct Diamond ring has 

been made in 18ct Rose Gold to perfectly 

compliment the J/VS round cut centre stone. 

With additional round cut Diamonds set into 

the shoulders of the band and a low set 6 claw 

mount this is a lovely piece of jewellery. £6450

One of our fabulous “Art Deco” pieces, this 

beautiful Platinum cluster ring comprises of .67 

ct round cut Diamonds. The centre stones are 

rub over set into an intricate Diamond border 

finished with pretty milled edging. The shoulders 

of the ring are also Diamond set adding further 

sparkle to this stunning piece. £3750

Eye-catching Diamond set cross over ring in 

18ct white and Rose Gold. Comprising of .56ct 

total round cut Diamonds set into four delicate 

bands A lovely design for someone who likes 

something a little different. £1460

Contemporary black and white Diamond ring in 

18ct white Gold. This eye-catching ring comprises of 

.30ct round cut black Diamonds and .20ct round cut 

Diamonds in a lovely crossover design. £1050

This beautiful 1.01ct Diamond ring has been made 

in 18ct Rose Gold to perfectly compliment the G/

SI2 round cut centre stone. With additional round 

cut Diamonds set around the head of the ring and a 

pretty, Diamond set split shank this is a lovely piece 

of jewellery. £6650

Fabulous black and white Diamond cluster ring 

in 18ct white Gold. The pretty flower design is 

really eye catching and emphasises the contrast 

between the two stones. £3500

Pretty half eternity ring in 18ct Rose Gold. 

Comprising of .56ct round cut Diamonds (G/

SI1) set into a delicate band this piece will 

appeal to someone who likes sparkle! £1150

This delightful “Art Deco” style Diamond ring is quite 

fascinating. Comprising of a .34ct flawless centre stone 

set between 2 x round cut Diamonds and enhanced 

by delicate filigree detail. The fine Platinum shank 

compliments this stunning design beautifully. £3750

Fascinating Diamond set cluster ring in 18ct Rose Gold. 

This stunning design comprises of a 1.0ct radiant cut 

Diamond, rub over set and surrounded by a border of 

round cut Diamonds. The contemporary, open mount and 

split shank are both Diamond set and the use of Rose Gold 

adds to the genius of this wonderful piece. £5995
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Pretty “Bubble style” ring comprising of .58 ct 

round cut Diamonds (G/VS), rub over set in 

Platinum. The delightful Diamond set central 

band adds depth to this eye-catching piece. 

£1465

Contemporary “bubble ring” in 18ct white 

Gold. This unusual design comprises of .70ct 

Diamonds in total but can be tailor made to 

suit individual requirements. This design can be 

produced using a wide variety of  gem stones to 

suit taste and budget. £2360 

Stunning “Bubble style” ring comprising of 

2.20ct round cut Diamonds (G/VS), rub over 

set in Platinum. The three tiered design adds 

depth to this eye-catching piece which would 

make an enviable addition to any jewellery 

collection. £4800

Contemporary 4 row Diamond bangle in 18ct 

white Gold. The .70ct G/SI1 Diamonds are rub 

over set in a simple design offering versatility 

and a timeless piece of jewellery. £4350

Fabulous Ruby and Diamond “bubble ring” in 

18ct white Gold. This unusual design comprises 

of .53ct Diamonds and .45ct Rubies in total 

but can be tailor made to suit individual 

requirements. This design can be produced 

using a wide variety of  gem stones to suit taste 

and budget. £2110

Contemporary 2 row Diamond bangle in 18ct 

white Gold. The .95ct G/SI1 Diamonds are rub 

over set in a simple design offering versatility and a 

timeless piece of jewellery. £3500
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DIAMOND JEWELLERY

We have a wide range of necklaces, pendants 

and bracelets available in every different 

precious stone. We can also custom design 

jewellery to match to your existing collection.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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Classic graduated Diamond necklace in 18ct 

white Gold, comprising of 5ct (total) claw set, 

round cut Diamonds. A beautiful, timeless piece 

of jewellery. £5950

Comprising of 29 x round cut Diamonds (1.84ct 

total) this beautiful claw set, 18ct white Gold 

bangle is a timeless classic. With its simplicity 

and elegance this piece is ideal for both  

daytime and evening wear. £2995

Elegant Diamond earrings in 18ct white Gold. 

The pretty .30ct centre stones are champagne 

coloured and are surrounded by round cut 

Diamonds (.20ct total). The Diamond set stems 

add to the overall effect and a pretty milled edge 

finish complements the design beautifully. £810

Fantastic 5.92ct Diamond bracelet in 18ct white 

Gold. Comprising of 32 round cut Diamonds, 

claw set, this is a beautiful piece. £6700

Stunning, contemporary Diamond bracelet in 

18ct white Gold, comprising of 11 x single, round 

cut Diamonds each claw set within a square 

Diamond border. The individual squares are 

linked together by a delicate Diamond set band. 

(1.71ct total). £3800

Exquisite Diamond bracelet in 18ct white Gold, 

comprising of 1.16ct Diamonds in total. The 

beautiful marquise shaped, Diamond set sections 

are linked together with single, rub over set  round 

cut Diamonds, a wonderful design. £3595

1818
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Dazzling Diamond pendant in 18ct white Gold. 

This extravagant piece of jewellery comprises of 

1.02ct round cut Diamonds G colour and VS1 

clarity in a beautifully ornate  design. £2500

Beautiful Diamond earrings in 18ct white Gold. 

Comprising of 1.14ct round cut Diamonds, 

G colour and VS1 Clarity in a stunning mesh 

design. £2700

It is impossible not to be impressed by the 

intricate design of these delightful Diamond 

earrings. Each earring comprises of a single 

pear shaped Diamond suspended within 

an 18ct white Gold Diamond set surround, 

mirroring the shape of the centre stone. The 

main body of the earring is held on an ornate 

Diamond set stem and the milled edging effect 

enhances the stones beautifully. An enviable 

addition to any jewellery collection. £1950

These eye-catching 18ct white Gold earrings  contain 

a wonderful combination of round and baguette cut 

Diamonds. Each earring comprises of a central cluster 

made up of 12 x baguette and 6 x tapered baguette 

cut stones. The cluster is held within a round cut 

Diamond border and additional round cut Diamonds 

on the main stem of the earring draw the eye to the 

pretty cluster below. £1765 

Open heart pendant in 18ct white Gold. 

Comprising .53ct round cut Diamonds, this 

lovely pendant is an ideal gift for a special 

occasion. £950

This beautiful Diamond bracelet is stunning! 

Comprising of 500 x round cut Diamonds 

(3.35ct total) set in a contemporary 18ct 

white Gold cluster design, it is a piece that will 

undoubtedly attract attention. £5595
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Beautiful Diamond hoop earrings in 18ct white 

Gold. Each earring comprises of 11 x round cut 

Diamonds (.35ct total) claw set into the white 

Gold hoop, timeless and elegant. £1530

This stunning second hand Diamond necklace is unbelievable 

value at £4850. With an RRP new of £10,000 it is a shrewd 

investment piece. Comprising 6.37ct Diamonds (total)  and 

set in 18ct white Gold it really has the “wow” factor. 

Exquisite Diamond key pendant in 18ct white 

Gold and on an 18ct white Gold chain. 

Suitable for both daytime and evening wear, a 

lovely addition to any collection. £750

At £1500 this pretty single stone Diamond 

bangle is a real bargain. Originally £2300, 

the single stone is housed in a modern, twisted 

band. Great for any occasion 

These modern Diamond hoop earrings comprise 

of round and baguette cut Diamonds (1.10ct 

total) channel set into 18ct white Gold bands. The 

combination of different Diamond cuts  adds a 

refreshing twist to a traditional style. £1500

Stunning flower ring in 18ct white Gold. A 

Hamlington’s special at £2300.

Exquisite Diamond “flower” pendant in 18ct white Gold. 

This exciting piece comprises of a single round cut centre 

stone, claw set and held in a beautiful Diamond set, flower 

petal border (.73ct total). This delightful piece of jewellery 

would make a fabulous addition to any collection. £3000 

This charming second hand Diamond tennis 

bracelet is available at only £2400. The 

Diamonds are claw set in 18ct white Gold and 

this traditional style makes the perfect gift.

Stunning tear drop, Diamond earrings in 18ct white 

Gold. This beautiful design includes the unusual 

feature of a three link chain separating the larger 

tear drop from the smaller one. Pave set for extra 

sparkle and an enviable addition to any jewellery 

collection. (1.0ct total approx)£1500

A real investment opportunity, these 2.5ct Diamond 

studs in Rose Gold are currently on offer at £6995 

as a Hamlington’s second hand special. They come 

with a written valuation for £12,000  .

These dazzling Diamond earrings are real show 

stoppers! The stunning clusters comprise of 1.03ct (total) 

round-cut Diamonds, the larger stones are set in a 1 x 6 

daisy cluster with smaller stones forming an outer border 

and all set in 18ct white Gold.£1260

This modern Diamond ring will be ideal for those who 

like something a little different. The lovely .70ct centre 

stone is claw set on an ornate Diamond set mount with 

split shank. £1700 (RRP new £2800) 
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INVESTMENT PIECES

Independent research over the last decade 

reveals that buying larger Diamonds is a 

sound financial investment. By buying in large 

quantities we are able to source fantastic deals 

on parcels of Diamonds from across the world. 

We are able to pass on these discounts to our 

customers at massive reductions on high street 

prices. We guarantee to buy back at the price 

you paid on your investment stone against any 

future upgrades.

Our stock is always changing so look out for 

the latest investment opportunity. 

For more details or to book an appointment 

call David on 01926 492444.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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These stunning 2.40ct Diamond studs are 

fantastic value at £9650. The beautiful stones 

(G/SI2) are 6 claw set and mounted in 18ct 

white Gold, timeless and sophisticated. 

A real investment opportunity, these 2.5ct 

Diamond studs in Rose Gold are a Hamlington’s 

special at £6885, our Diamond studs are 

available in any size to suit any budget.  

This striking Diamond solitaire offers a great 

investment opportunity. Comprising of a 1.50ct round 

cut single stone (J/SI2), 4 claw set on a beautiful 18ct 

white Gold mount. Coming with a written valuation of 

£13,500 this is an opportunity not to be missed. 

This fabulous round cut Diamond pendant is a 

timeless classic. The 1.37ct Diamond is cleverly 

set giving the impression of a 1.50ct stone and 

the rubover setting adds to the elegance of 

the piece. Set in 18ct Gold this pendant would 

enhance any collection. £5995 

Wonderful 3.02ct round cut Diamond ( J/SI2) 

set in a six claw, Platinum Tiffany style setting. 

The knife edge shank, adds emphasis and 

warmth to the stone £28,500 (With a written 

valuation for £37,000) 

This yellow and white Diamond necklace is 

absolutely stunning, with the combination of 

the two colour stones working well to give a 

dramatic effect. POA 

This simple  round cut Diamond pendant is a 

sophisticated piece of jewellery. The 1.25ct 

Diamond is rub over set and held on an 

attractive white Gold spiga chain. £4995 

Wonderful 3.0ct round cut Diamond ( G/SI2) 

set in a six claw, 18ct Gold Tiffany style setting 

The knife edge shank adds emphasis and 

warmth to the stone. £29,995 

Striking 2 stone Diamond ring in 18ct white 

Gold. The eye-catching round cut Diamonds 

(2.01ct total) are claw set and mounted on 

a contemporary twisted shank, a simple yet 

stunning design. £13,250 

This beautiful 2.0ct round cut Diamond solitaire 

is a fabulous investment piece. The single stone 

(J/SI2) is 4 claw set in a contemporary platinum 

mount, priced at £6950 and comes with a 

valuation for £11,700. 

A timeless classic, this beautiful 9.6ct Diamond 

tennis bracelet is a fabulous investment. 

Comprising of 32 round cut Diamonds claw set 

in 18ct white Gold this piece would enhance 

any fine jewellery collection. £12,800 

This exciting 5 stone Diamond ring comprises of 

2.78ct (total) round cut Diamonds, claw set on 

an 18ct Gold simple mount. The low setting is 

comfortable and the narrow shank emphasises 

the lovely stones £5,950
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COLOURED COLLECTION

This beautiful collection has something 

special for any jewellery lover.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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This Ruby and Diamond ring is really attractive. 

Combining .52ct of round cut Rubies with .05ct 

Diamonds in a milled edge setting works very 

well and the low setting places all the emphasis 

on the stones. £860

This modern Sapphire and Diamond ring combines a 

single .42ct Sapphire surrounded by .24ct Diamonds in a 

striking combination. Set in 18ct white Gold this is a lovely 

piece of jewellery. £1125 

Striking Ruby and Diamond cluster ring in Platinum. 

Comprising of 1.02ct (total) Rubies and .54ct (total) 

Diamonds set in a flower formation and with additional 

Diamond detail on the shoulders of the ring; this is a 

fabulous piece of jewellery. The perfect gift to celebrate 

40 years of marriage or for a special July birthday. £4620 

Impressive Sapphire and Diamond 3 stone 

ring in 18ct Gold. The oval cut centre stone 

is a beautiful cornflower blue and is claw set 

between 2 x oval cut Diamonds. The simple 

mount adds emphasis to the natural beauty of 

the stones. £5500 

This charming Ruby and Diamond ring 

comprises of a .36ct Ruby centre stone 

surrounded by .25ct round cut Diamonds. Set 

in 18ct white Gold the contrasting colours are 

very striking. £1120 

The contrast between the rich, blue Sapphires 

and bright, white Diamonds in this half eternity  

is really striking. Comprising of 5 x oval cut 

Sapphires (1.28ct total) each separated by 2 x 

round cut Diamonds (.10ct total), claw set in a 

simple, low set 18ct white Gold Mount.£690 

Beautiful Sapphire and Diamond ring in 

18ct white Gold. Combining .49ct round cut 

Sapphires with .26ct baguette cut Diamond 

creates a striking contrast in this half eternity 

ring. £1060 

This modern Ruby and Diamond ring combines.50ct Rubies 

surrounded by .14ct Diamonds in a striking combination. Set 

in 18ct white Gold this is a lovely piece of jewellery. 

This delightful Sapphire and Diamond ring 

comprises of a .53ct round cut Sapphire set inside 

a narrow Diamond set border. The charming 

Diamond set 18ct white Gold split shank adds 

emphasis to the central cluster and the rich blue 

colour of the Sapphire contrasts dramatically with 

the clean, bright Diamonds (.20ct total). £795 

This Sapphire and Diamond cluster ring in 18ct white 

Gold is quite simply stunning. The 2.02ct oval cut 

Sapphire is surrounded by 10 x round cut Diamonds 

(1.60ct total) and claw set  in a beautiful, Diamond 

set mount. The contrast between the stones is really 

striking, a lovely piece of jewellery. £6250 

Impressive Ruby and Diamond half eternity 

ring in 18ct Gold. The 5 x oval cut Rubies 

(1.06ct total) are claw set between .09 ct 

round cut Diamonds and the yellow Gold 

band compliments the dense red colour 

beautifully. £800

Beautiful Ruby and Diamond eternity ring in 18ct 

Gold. Comprising of .76ct square cut Rubies and 

.24ct baguette Diamonds this is the perfect gift for 

a Ruby wedding anniversary. £980
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This breathtaking Emerald and Diamond ring 

comprises of a 4.38ct marquise cut Emerald in 

a .73ct Diamond surround. A fabulous design 

which is sure to be a talking point. £8950 

Pretty single Pearl mounted on a simple,  

twisted 18ct Gold mount. £105

The rich green of the 3 round cut Emeralds in this 

lovely ring is very striking. The combination of 

the 1.11ct Emeralds with .21ct Diamonds is really 

effective and set in 18ct white Gold  this is a 

stunning Ring. £1350  

The colours in this pretty Opal and Diamond 

ring are fascinating, varying through reds, 

greens and Gold. In 18ct Gold the 3 x  round 

cut Opals (.64ct total) are claw set and divided 

by 4 x  round cut Diamonds (.06ct total) a 

simple yet effective design. £475

This 3 stone Emerald and Diamond ring is quite 

breathtaking! The 3ct Emerald is claw set between 

2 x Emerald cut Diamonds and held on a modern, 

open 18ct White Gold shank allowing maximum 

light through the stones. The contrasting stones 

emphasise each other making this a very striking 

piece of jewellery. £15,000 

This pretty 8 x 9mm freshwater Pearl is set on 

a 14ct wishbone shaped mount with a single 

.04ct round cut Diamond. The stylish simplicity 

of this piece is really eye-catching making it a 

very desirable piece of jewellery. £540

This beautiful 10.5mm freshwater Pearl has 

been set between a trilogy of round cut 

Diamonds either side (.11ct total) and housed 

on a narrow, tapered 14ct shank. Simple, 

elegant  and really eye-catching. £900

Pretty .40ct oval cut Emerald surrounded 

by .13ct round cut, pave set Diamonds and 

mounted on a simple 18ct Gold shank. The 

central stone is rub over set giving a lovely flush 

finish to the ring. £735 

 The colours in this pretty Opal ring are 

fascinating, varying through blues, greens 

and purples. Made in 18ct Gold the oval cut 

Opals are claw set and divided by round cut 

Diamonds, the simple mount complementing 

them beautifully. £425

 The colours in this charming Opal ring are 

fascinating, varying through reds, greens and Gold. 

Made in 18ct Gold the single oval cut Opal (.70ct) 

is 4 claw set and surrounded by .20ct round cut 

Diamonds, a beautiful piece. £900

This Emerald and Diamond ring is really 

attractive. Combining .49ct of round cut Emeralds 

with .05ct Diamonds in a milled edge setting 

works very well and the low setting places all the 

emphasis on the stones. £875 

The contrast between the rich, green Emeralds and 

bright, white Diamonds in this half eternity  is really 

striking. Comprising of 5 x oval cut Emeralds (.81ct 

total) each separated by 2 x round cut Diamonds 

(.09ct total), claw set in a simple, low set 18ct 

yellow Gold Mount.£710 
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Attractive Amethyst and Diamond ring in  

18ct yellow Gold. The striking Amethyst is 

surrounded by a circle of pave set, round 

cut Diamonds and the simple, modern mount 

complements this beautifully. £900 

This simple single stone ring is part of our colour 

collection. Comprising of a single 1.35ct pear 

shaped Peridot, rub over set in a delicate 9ct 

Gold mount and on a narrow shank. £125  

Classic half eternity ring in 18ct white Gold. Comprising 

of .51ct round cut pink Sapphires and 5 x round  cut 

Diamonds this traditional design has been given a 

modern twist with the use of pink Sapphires. The stones 

are channel set into the comfortable band. £850 

Comprising of a single 1.25ct square cut 

Topaz this ring is elegant and eye-catching. The 

beautiful blue Topaz is claw set in a simple, low 

set 9ct white Gold mount and the narrow shank 

adds emphasis to the stone. £225 

A traditional cluster ring comprising of a single 

oval cut pink Sapphire in a Diamond surround. 

Claw set on an 18ct white Gold band the use 

of pink Sapphire gives this traditional design  

a modern twist. £1100

This Citrine and Diamond ring is really striking 

with a colour combination that compliment each 

other. The single round cut Citrine is surrounded 

by Diamonds and mounted in 18ct Gold. £995 

This pretty single stone ring is part of our colour 

collection. Comprising of a single 1.46ct  round 

cut Garnet, rub over set in a delicate 9ct Gold 

mount and on a narrow shank. £120 

This pretty ring comprises of a single 

round cut Amethyst (1.13ct) set in a 

simple 18ct Gold mount  £120 

Comprising of a single 1.99ct Emerald cut Topaz this 

ring is elegant and eye-catching. The beautiful blue 

Topaz is rub over set in a simple, low set 9ct white Gold 

mount and the narrow shank adds emphasis to the stone. 

£315 

Comprising of a single .74ct square cut Amethyst, this 

ring is simple and eye-catching. The beautiful purple 

Amethyst is rub over set in a simple, low set 9ct yellow 

Gold mount and the narrow shank adds emphasis the 

stone. The perfect gift for a February birthday. £135 

Simple 1.0ct square cut Amethyst 4 claw 

set on a delicate Diamond set Platinum 

mount, a really pretty piece. £995 

Delightful 3 stone pink Sapphire and Diamond ring in 

18ct white Gold. This beautiful design comprises of 3 

x oval cut pink Sapphires (.41ct total) each surrounded 

by a round cut Diamond border (.19ct total). The centre 

stones are claw set on a low mount and narrow shank, a 

modern twist on a traditional design. £700
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This Aquamarine and Diamond cluster is simple 

yet really eye-catching. The Diamond border 

emphasises the beautiful blue colour of the 

centre stone and with additional Diamonds set 

into the shoulders of the Platinum shank making 

this is a beautiful ring. £1870 

The colour of this unusual chequer board cut 

Topaz is stunning and the eye catching stone is 

claw set on a narrow, modern 9ct white Gold 

band adding emphasis to stone. £240 

Exquisite Tanzanite and Diamond cluster ring. The stunning 

4ct centre stone has a beautiful, rich blue/purple tone and 

is surrounded by .75ct round cut Diamonds. The 18ct white 

Gold, Diamond set, split shank adds to the opulent feel of 

this wonderful piece. £3500 

Comprising of a single 1.72ct oval cut Topaz 

this ring is simple and eye-catching. The 

beautiful blue Topaz is  rub over set in a simple, 

low set 9ct white Gold mount and the narrow 

shank adds emphasis the stone. £135 

Beautiful Aquamarine and Diamond cluster ring in 18ct 

white Gold. The stunning 1.22ct oval cut Aquamarine 

is surrounded by 18 x round cut Diamonds(.18ct total) 

and sits on a simple mount. The narrow split shank 

compliments the design beautifully, a really attractive 

piece of jewellery. £715 

Flamboyant, Emerald cut Topaz and Diamond cluster 

ring in 18ct white Gold. The rich blue colour of the 17ct 

Topaz is stunning and the surrounding pave set, round 

cut Diamonds compliment it beautifully. Additional 

Diamonds set into the  contemporary split shank make 

this an opulent and fascinating piece. £1650 

 Flamboyant Topaz cluster ring in 18ct white 

Gold. The stunning Topaz is surrounded by a 

circle of round cut Sapphires and the Diamond 

set split shank completes this amazing design. 

£995 

This pretty Tanzanite and Diamond 3 stone 

ring is simple and stylish. The .90ct oval cut 

centre stone is housed between two round cut 

Diamonds (.55ct total) and the stones are claw 

set on a simple, tapered Platinum shank. £2500 

Comprising of a single 1.99ct Emerald cut Topaz this ring 

is elegant and eye-catching. The beautiful blue Topaz 

is rub over set in a simple, low set 9ct white Gold mount 

and the narrow shank adds emphasis to the stone. £135 

This delightful blue Topaz and Diamond cluster 

ring comprises of a 1.53ct cushion cut centre 

stone surrounded by .15ct round cut Diamonds. 

The delicate Diamond set 18ct white Gold 

shank adds emphasis to the beautiful blue 

centre stone. A really pretty piece. £630 

Stylish Emerald cut Aquamarine and Diamond 3 

stone ring in 18ct Gold. The .93ct Aquamarine 

is flat claw set between 2 x tapered baguette 

Diamonds (.23 total) and the simple yellow 

Gold shank is the perfect partner for this 

elegant look. £1300 

This gorgeous Tanzanite and Diamond ring comprises of a 

single 1.0ct square cut Tanzanite, 4 claw set in an ornate 

18ct white Gold mount. The centre stone is housed between 

two princess cut Diamonds with additional Diamonds set 

into the simple band. A really contemporary design, both 

eye catching and stylish. £2400 
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COLOURED ACCESSORIES

Why not start a collection from our 

Hamlington’s coloured accessories range? 

Whether it’s a favourite colour or your own 

birthstone there is always a reason for a new 

acquisition to the jewellery box.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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Ruby earrings in 18ct white Gold. 

Comprising of .57ct Rubies (total) claw 

set, the rich red colour of the stones is 

highlighted by the simple setting. £415 

Contemporary Ruby and Diamond bracelet 

in 18ct white Gold. This lovely design 

comprises of 9 x oval cut Rubies (2.86ct 

total) each separated by a single pair 

of round cut Diamonds (.26ct total). The 

angular links give a wonderful modern 

twist to a traditional stone combination 

making this piece a beautiful 40th wedding 

anniversary or July birthday gift. £2550 

Eye-Catching Ruby and Diamond pendant in 18ct 

white Gold. The square cut Ruby (.51ct) is set in a 

Diamond border with milled edge detail(.17ct total) 

and held on an open link 9ct white Gold chain. £930 

These beautiful Sapphire and Diamond drop 

earrings comprise of Cushion cut Sapphires 

(1.64ct total) surrounded by 2.5ct (total) pave 

set Diamonds. The contrast between the stones 

is quite dramatic and the delicate milled edge 

finish completes this lovely design. £3100 

This traditional Sapphire and Diamond 

cluster pendant has lost none of its charm 

and appeal. The oval cut Sapphire centre 

stone is claw set and surrounded by 12 x 

round cut Diamonds. Housed in 18ct white 

Gold this is a delightful piece of jewellery 

that will stand the test of time. £1950

These fascinating Sapphire and Diamond 

earrings are simply stunning. In 18ct white 

Gold, each earring comprises of 6 x round cut 

Sapphires  and 19 x round cut Diamonds set 

in a flower shaped cluster. They would make 

the perfect addition to any collection and a 

wonderful September birthstone gift. £2000 
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These traditional Emerald and Diamond cluster 

earrings each comprise of a single  .27ct round 

cut Emerald surrounded by eight round cut 

Diamonds (.37ct total) Claw set in 18ct white 

Gold and with matching pendant available. 

£1400 

This beautiful Emerald and Diamond bracelet 

comprises of .85ct round cut Emeralds and .78ct 

round cut Diamonds combined beautifully and rub 

over set in 18ct white Gold. This lovely piece is 

available in Diamond only or combined with your 

choice of gemstone. £2500 

From our “Exclusive” collection, these Emerald 

and Diamond drop earrings are simply 

stunning. The 1.07ct pear shaped Emeralds are 

claw set  and are surrounded by .64ct (total) 

round cut Diamonds in 18ct white Gold.  A 

beautiful design that would make a fabulous 

gift for a May birthday or 55th wedding 

anniversary. £4100 

The combination of pretty pink Sapphires and 

traditional Diamonds works beautifully in this 

pear shaped drop pendant. Comprising of 

a single round cut and single pear shaped 

pink Sapphire (.60ct total) set into round cut 

Diamond borders (.23ct total) this is an unusual 

and eye catching piece. £675 (matching 

earrings available) 

Pink Sapphire earrings in 18ct white Gold. 

Comprising of .82ct pink Sapphires (total) claw 

set, the pretty colour of the stones is highlighted 

by the simple setting. £395 

This pretty pink Sapphire and Diamond 

heart pendant comprises of 27 round 

cut pink Sapphires set into 18ct white 

Gold with a beautiful Diamond set bale. 

Held on a 9ct white Gold chain this is an 

unusual piece full of romance. £675 
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These pretty Pearl and Diamond earrings 

comprise of a single freshwater Pearl held on a 

Diamond set stem, simple and effective. £390 

Beautiful white Pearl bracelet with  

18ct white Gold catch, 71/2 inch in  

length, a timeless classic £350 

Stunning Pearl and Diamond drop  

earrings in 18 ct white Gold. £875 

These eye-catching Peridot and Diamond earrings are 

simply stunning. Each earring comprises of a 1.50ct 

round cut Peridot, 4 claw set in a delicate round cut 

Diamond surround. The dramatic cluster is suspended 

from a Diamond set hoop with the lovely feature of 

a single round cut Diamond separating them. The 

total Diamond weight is .71ct and this beautiful piece 

of jewellery could not fail to impress on an August 

birthday. £1995 

Striking three colour drop earrings combining 

Peridot, Amethyst, Citrine and Diamond. The 

stones are Emerald cut and are  set in 18ct 

white Gold. £995

These fantastic Tanzanite and Diamond earrings are 

simply stunning. Each earring comprises of a single 

3.47ct pear shaped Tanzanite in a round cut Diamond 

surround. The Diamond set stems lead up to a single 

1.47ct round cut Diamond which is detachable from the 

stem and can be worn as a stud earring. Two wonderful 

pieces of jewellery combined into one. £13,500
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PERFECTION FASHION

Prices from £39

We have an extensive selection of fashion 

jewellery, perfect for a gift for a loved one 

and to accessorise at a wedding or event.

We have further extended our ever popular 

Perfection range and we now have hundreds 

of gift ideas for someone special or for a little 

treat for yourself.

View our full range at www.hamlingtons.co.uk
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As you may well know from your experience with Hamlington’s we have  

surrounded ourselves with the very latest equipment and in house design team.  

This has enabled us to recreate any of our jewellery in any precious metal and  

any stone configuration to suit each person’s individual style, taste and budget. 

So, if what you see is not exactly what you want then just book  

a free appointment to personalise your specific piece. 

We hope that you have enjoyed browsing just some of our selection of beautiful 

pieces, however if you don’t see exactly what you had in mind please take a few 

moments to visit our website. All of our stock is featured here and is regularly updated 

with new arrivals.

If you’d like to be kept up to date with all of our new pieces together with news and 

special offers from Hamlington’s please sign up to our online mailing list.

WORKSHOP FACILITIES WWW.HAMLINGTONS.CO.UK
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Many customers have remarked about the beautiful fragrances in our shop. 

Our luxury candles are made by our friends over at The Scent Company. They use the 

highest quality ingredients which includes natural wax made from soy, this reduces the 

harmful toxins that others waxes emit into the air when lit.

All the candles have been lovingly handmade by the company founder Lucy. Follow the 

link from our website to see their range of beautiful fragrances available to purchase. 

The Scent Company is offering a discount to all Hamlingtons customers. Enter 

BIG20HAM to receive 20% off all orders.
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HAMLINGTON’S FINE JEWELLERY

13 Market Place   Warwick   CV34 4SA | 01926 492 444 | info@hamlingtons.co.uk | www.hamlingtons.co.uk

Hamlington’s Fine Jewellery @hamlingtons
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